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In regards to Internet Warfare and Safety, as explained in the other topic which
opened the subject, there is going to be more elaboration on how we are going to
go about this and therefore the project wasn't yet started.

Not  everyone is  living under ideal  conditions and this  should be understood by
someone. I.e., if  you live in Iran, you might not be able to participate in this for
obvious  reasons  of  censorship  of  the  internet.  Yet,  if  someone  can  already
somehow be here [through a VPN or a Tor], they might want to engage, but one has
to think it over.

95% of cases should be fine, as those living basically not in Iran, China, Russia and
so on or cases such as this. In this case, use logic, and you might not want to
engage in anyway, and don't feel bad about it at all; this is for your safety. 

Do not  feel  guilty  here,  the rest  of  the family  will  carry  for  you here.  Just  stay
focused on the already effective activism and work for Father Satan for your region
and in the spiritual warfare. 

VPN, Proxy or Tor should suffice in all other cases. When you connect to the Tor, if
you  live  in  a  censored  country,  you  can  use  the  "Connect  Tor  With  a  Bridge"
selection when Tor opens up. This should make your connection easier.

One should also consider their case. One shouldn't do this from Iran, better not to.
Do you use a shared computer? Then don't do this. Is the only computer you have
access to of your parents? You don't do this. Library computer? Neither. There can
be a considerable risk involved, while, however small, one could avoid. 

It goes beyond saying everyone should be aware of the following:

1. Never use any e-mail that is associated with something else. You need to have a
throwaway account. There are many services account that will provide you a free
account, such as protonmail or other related services.
2. It's best to have a Proxy, VPN, or Tor [there are free ones, Protonmail does offer
a free VPN if you have an account]. Many activists use Protonmail, but be aware
that nobody can objectively say what is a best VPN to use. Surfshark and Ghost
are to be avoided, as they seem to be from Israel. 
3. Also, use an entirely different browser that you don't use for your regular, day to
day activities. Mode should be incognito for this.
4. Don't do this is from any computers at school or anything like this. 

The download link for the Tor Browser is this:

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=252830#p252830


https://www.torproject.org/

The above steps should be enough to safeguard the basic issues, and to avoid
mind boggling information. For most cases, and in unless one is living in some
extremely negative place, Tor or a Proxy/VPN should suffice.

The platforms of choice also, won't be kikebook or something like this. We are not
going to be doing any activism on Facebook or elsewhere, ever. 

Some people who have instagram accounts or tiktok accounts where they promote
things, are generally people who have understanding of the terrain and do this on
individual effort, but we will not officially ever recommend any of this. Everyone's
safety should come first. 

Those who do this must know well on how, and many have been successful, but we
won't go on a group thing over these.

Be  aware  that  any  groups  that  claim  to  be  JoS  in  places  like  Facebook,  are
oftentimes  either  fanpages  or  can  be  made  of  fakes,  or  even  infiltrators  and
enemies, and don't represent anything of the JoS officially in anyway.

The platforms of choice will  be like minds.com, /pol/, Paranormal, Gab, Youtube
comment  section  [with  a  fake  account],  Bitchute  and  so  on,  i.e.,  alternative
platforms that are already open to these ideas. On the side, it may be also specific
forums or other places recommended by people here who have recommendations
and ideas.

Input on the comments appreciated on which platforms people think are most high
impact and most important to begin with, feel free to post below.

Also,  do  ask any  questions  about  this  below so  others  can answer  or  we can
answer, so that this way, there are no remaining questions or worries in regards to
how to go about this.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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